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I have one Euro and I am
going to buy a house
By Ahmet Abdulaziz

CyprusScene apologise that due to a database backup malfunction,
we were off-line for a few days but our readers will find that now
here we are bringing you the news and reviews you are waiting for!

To read all
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https://cyprusscene.com/e-newspaper/
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Rights and interests of TRNC
Dönmez: “We will continue to
protect the rights and interests of
the TRNC”
Turkish Energy and Natural
Resources Minister Fatih Dönmez
stated that Turkey will continue
their
activities
without
compromising legitimate rights on
the licenced areas in the region.
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In his Twitter account, Dönmez
said: “Turkey will continue to
protect the TRNC's rights and
interests in every field and will not
tolerate any unlawful initiatives.
Our activities will continue in the
region without compromising the
legitimate rights on our licenced
areas.”

Reaction from Turkey to France
Turkish Foreign Ministry made a
statement in which it was stressed
that the press statements made by
their Ministry dated 4 May 2019
numbered 124 and 6 May 2019
numbered 128 are also valid in
terms of France.
Turkish
Foreign
Ministry
statement stressed: “Turkey has

made its position clear regarding
the continental shelf in the Eastern
Mediterranean since 2004.
The press statement of the US
Department of State dated 5 May
2019, concerning Turkey’s drilling
activities in its own continental
shelf, is unrealistic”

Prime Minister Erhürman submitted resignation
of the government today (9th May 2019)
President of the Republican
Turkish Party (CTP) and Prime
Minister
Tufan
Erhürman
submitted resignation of the
government today (9th May 2019).
Following the decision of the
People's Party to withdraw from

the government, President of the
Republican Turkish Party (CTP)
and
Prime
Minister
Tufan
Erhürman
offered
the
government’s
resignation
to
President Mustafa Akıncı this
morning so that work for the
establishment
of
the
new

government
delay.

will

start

without

After the early general election on
7 January 2018, the CTP-HP-TDPDP Coalition Government, which
was established on February 2,
2018 under the presidency of
Tufan Erhürman, received a vote
of confidence with a majority vote
on 16 February at the General
Council of the Republican
Assembly.
Twenty-seven deputies voted in
favour while twenty-two deputies
voted against the coalition
government and one MP did not
attend the voting.
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Çavuşoğlu - We are sending our second vessel to the region
Regarding the drilling activity of
Turkey
in
the
Eastern
Mediterranean, Turkish Foreign
Minister Mevlüt Çavuşoğlu stated:
“The seismic survey period is over.
Now the drilling period begins. We
are sending our second vessel to
the region.”
Çavuşoğlu held a joint press
conference with the Minister of
Foreign Affairs of Kyrgyzstan
Çıngız Aydarbekov following the
3rd
Turkey-Kyrgyzstan
Joint
Strategic Planning Group Meeting.
In response to a question,
Çavuşoğlu
referred
to
the
statement of the UN SecretaryGeneral Antonio Guterres that the
reserves around Cyprus should be
shared by the two peoples in
Cyprus.
Underlining the rights of Turkish
Cypriots and Turkey’s continental
shelf which is recorded by the UN,
Çavuşoğlu said that no one should

oppose the drilling by Turkey, in
the continental shelf of Turkey.
Stating that the EEZ that has been
declared by the Greek Cypriot
Administration or signed with
other countries has no validity for
Turkey and the Turkish Cypriot
people, Çavuşoğlu added that
Turkey has acted in accordance
with international law and they
have been asking the UN and the
EU to resolve this problem up to
today. Although the Greek Cypriot
side accepts this orally, they do not
show an approach to guarantee the
Turkish Cypriot people's rights and
all proposals were rejected by
them.

our duty is to protect the rights of
the TRNC and the Turkish Cypriot
people. This is our responsibility,
we will continue to take steps
without hesitation on this issue.
We
can
conduct
seismic
exploration and drilling activities
anywhere we want within our
continental shelf, therefore we will
be decisive on this issue. We will
also continue to take steps in the
following process”.

Regarding the threats towards the
personnel of the Fatih drilling
vessel, Çavuşoğlu said “We do not
take these threats seriously. They
can do their best. We will do
whatever is necessary. In the
following process, we will also
send our second vessel and start
drilling. The seismic research
process has finished. From now on
it is time for drilling. We are
sending our second vessel to the
region”.

Indicating that in spite of all the
constructive approaches, the Greek
Cypriot side do not want to share
gas and oil reserves in the region
with the Turkish Cypriot people,
Çavuşoğlu said:
“As a guarantor country, Turkey,

Erdoğan - Opportunities for all people of Cyprus
“All people of Cyprus will have they evaluate, and such a thing is
equal rights in the south and in not in our assessment.
the north from the opportunities
that will emerge in those waters” As a guarantor country we make the
effort to look after the rights of our
Upon a question regarding the calls compatriots in North Cyprus, in
in
the
Eastern
from the United States and the particular
European Union to Turkey to stop Mediterranean and in the Southdrilling
vessels
in
the Eastern Mediterranean.
Mediterranean, Erdoğan replied:
All of the people of Cyprus will
“We are currently continuing to have equal rights in the south and in
the north from all opportunities that
implement our own program.
will emerge in those waters and we
We will continue in exactly the struggle for the rights of our
same way. How someone gives compatriots in North Cyprus in
instructions, how they look, how order to protect their equal rights."
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Statement by US State Department is unrealistic
In a written statement made by the
Turkish Foreign Ministry it has
been noted that the press statement
of the US State Department dated 5
May 2019, concerning Turkey’s
drilling activities in its own
continental shelf, is unrealistic.
In the Ministry statement it has
been stressed that Turkey has made
its position explicitly clear
regarding its continental shelf in
the Eastern Mediterranean since
2004 and continued as follows:
“Since then, we have brought to
the attention of the relevant
countries and the international
community that the Greek Cypriot
Administration’s EEZ delimitation
agreements with the countries in
the region are not valid for Turkey
and the Turkish Cypriots and one
of these agreements violates

Turkey’s continental shelf rights.
Similarly, Turkey has announced
to the international community
and registered with the UN its
continental shelf in the region.
Delimitation agreements based on
equitable principles in accordance
with international law have not yet
been concluded among all relevant
coastal states in the region.

Likewise, unless the Greek
Cypriots include the Turkish

Cypriots, as the equal partners of
the Island, into the decisionmaking mechanisms regarding
hydrocarbon resources or cease
their
unilateral
hydrocarbon
activities, Turkey will continue to
protect the continental shelf rights
of the Turkish Cypriots as well.”

Therefore, the attempts of third
parties to act as an international
court in determining maritime
boundaries are unacceptable. In
this context, the statement of the
US regarding Turkey expressing
that “there exist Greek Cypriot
claims over the area” is neither
constructive nor compatible with
international law, given the fact
that there is no valid maritime
delimitation agreement in the
region.

TRNC Summer Working Hours
According to the notice issued by
the Prime Ministry Personnel
Office
Directorate,
summer
working hours will start on Monday
13th May and will be effective until
15th September 2019.

Our seismic vessels and drilling
will resolutely continue their
activities in our continental shelf in
the areas where our Government
granted the Turkish Petroleum
licences in 2009 and in 2012.

On Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
and Friday, working hours will be
08.00-14:30, and on Thursday
08.00-12.30 and afternoon 13.0017.30.

Akinci received Spehar
President Mustafa Akıncı received
the UN Secretary General’s Special
Representative to Cyprus Elizabeth
Spehar.

The Cyprus problem and the latest
developments
on
confidence
building measures were discussed
at the meeting.

CyprusScene.com
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Akinci speaks with Lute
President Mustafa Akıncı had a
telephone conversation with the
UN Secretary General Antonio
Guterres’ Temporary Special
Envoy to Cyprus Jane Holl Lute

the possible developments that
may take place afterwards were
discussed.

In addition, President Akıncı also
received information regarding
During the conversation the latest Jane Holl Lute’s latest contact
report presented to the UN with the sides involved in the
Security Council on Cyprus and Cyprus issue.

TÜSİAV and GGYD delegations
Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister of Foreign Affairs Kudret
Özersay
received
Turkish
Industrialist and Businessman
Foundation (TÜSİAV) under the
presidency of Veli Sarıtoprak and
Young Enterprise and Governance
Association (GGYD) under the
presidency of M.Nezih Allıoğlu in

his office on 3 May 2019.
Minister Özersay gave information
to the guest delegations on the
Cyprus issue, energy/natural gas
and the latest developments
regarding the relations with the
Republic of Turkey and the foreign
policy of the TRNC.

Turkey condemns Greek Cypriot presence at NATO event
The invitation of representatives of
the Greek Cypriot Administration
of Southern Cyprus, which does not
have any status whatsoever in
respect of NATO, amongst other
EU members to the change of
command ceremony for SACEUR
that took place on 3rd May at
SHAPE Headquarters in Mons,
Brussels, was a gross blunder that
cannot be justified in good faith.
We condemn this irresponsible
behaviour, which we understand
was upon SHAPE Headquarters’
own initiative.

We deem it necessary to remind on
this occasion that the said
Headquarters is under the political
control of NATO Allies, including
Turkey, and it is obliged to act
accordingly.

It should be clear that expecting a
positive outcome from such a fait
accompli will not contribute to the
cooperation between NATO and the
EU. We invite NATO authorities to

ensure that all Allied structures act
in accordance with collective
decisions and with the Agreed
Framework between the two
organizations.

Having been informed about the
situation, Turkey did not participate
in the change of command
ceremony. The necessary steps have
been taken in order to bring to light
how
SHAPE
Headquarters
committed
this
unforgivable
mistake.

Akinci received Çavuşoğlu
Turkish Foreign Minister Mevlüt
Çavuşoğlu, who has been visiting
the TRNC, was received by
President Mustafa Akıncı on
Saturday, (4/5/2019).
During the meeting, the latest
development reached on the
Cyprus issue was evaluated and
they exchanged views between the
delegations.

Çavuşoğlu who attended the
Global Journalists Council Media
Meeting met with President
Mustafa Akıncı, Prime Minister
Tufan Erhürman, Deputy Prime
Minister and Minister of Foreign
Affairs Kudret Özersay, and left
the island yesterday (5/5/2019).
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Akinci: “We will continue to be powerful”
President
Mustafa
Akıncı
expressed that the Turkish Cypriot
side will continue their right and
consistent attitude regarding the
Cyprus problem both in the field
and at the negotiation table, adding
that as long as we are powerful in
the area, we will be more powerful
at the table.
The Global Journalists Council
Meeting was held on 4th May 2019
with the organization of the
Ministry of Tourism and Turkish
Embassy in Lefkoşa. President
Akıncı, Turkish Foreign Minister
Mevlüt Çavuşoğlu, Tourism and
Environment
Minister
Fikri
Ataoğlu, Founding President of the
Global Journalists Council Meeting
Mehmet Ali Dim gave speeches at
the meeting.
Akıncı stressed that the Greek
Cypriot side continues their
objector attitude on the issue of
political equality and active
participation of the Turkish
Cypriots to the decisions in any

model and even they do not now
accept what
they
accepted
previously.
Adding that during the 2002-2004
EU process, the Greek Cypriot side
became an EU member unilaterally
and this wrong policy has also
been applied today on the natural
gas issue, Akıncı stressed that
excluding Turkey and the Turkish
Cypriots on the issue will not
contribute to a solution in Cyprus.
Pointing out that we should
continue our right and decisive
attitude at the table and in the area,
Akıncı mentioned the seismic
research and drilling activities of
Turkey
in
the
Eastern
Mediterranean and said that we as
the Turkish Cypriots are in
cooperation with Turkey. Turkey
has two drill ships and they have
started drilling. Therefore, we will
continue our way with the power
of our rights.

efforts to make the TRNC more
visible and to make their voice
heard much more throughout the
world and they will continue their
struggle in the future. Underlining
that both Turkey and the TRNC
have always supported a solution
in Cyprus, Çavuşoğlu stressed that
the reason of not reaching a
solution is that the Greek Cypriot
side does not want to share
anything with the Turkish Cypriot
people.

Expressing that the Greek Cypriot
side took steps backwards even on
the issues that were approved by
the two sides at the conferences in
Geneva
and
Crans-Montana,
Çavuşoğlu said “UN reports show
that there is not a common ground
for a new negotiation and we have
no time to lose in that process. The
Greek Cypriot side continues their
unilateral activities,
therefore
Turkey
has started drilling
activities at the zones where the
TRNC issued a licence”.

Furthermore, Turkish Foreign
Minister
Mevlüt
Çavuşoğlu
stressed that they are making many

Turkey will always protect the rights of TRNC people
Akar: “Turkey is determined to
always protect the rights of the
people of TRNC and not to allow
the fait accompli”

is determined to protect Turkish
Cypriots' rights in the Eastern
Mediterranean and the Aegean Sea
under international law.

On 5th May, Turkish Defence “Along with the rights in the
Minister Hulusi Akar said Turkey Eastern Mediterranean and the
Aegean under international law, as
a guarantor country, Turkey is
determined to always protect the
rights of the people of the Turkish
Republic of Northern Cyprus
(TRNC) and not to allow the fait
accompli,” Akar told Anadolu
Agency.
The Minister's remarks came a day
after the Greek Foreign Ministry
called Turkey to stop drilling
activities
in
the
Eastern

Mediterranean.
Akar called on Greece for common
sense and cooperation and added
that the energy resources in the
Aegean
Sea
and
Eastern
Mediterranean should serve as a
bridge for peace, dialogue and
mutual development.
The Turkish Foreign Ministry also
issued a statement on May 4 to
reject the remarks made by the
EU's foreign policy chief Federica
Mogherini regarding Turkey's
hydrocarbon exploration activities
in the Eastern Mediterranean.
"Turkey's
activities

hydrocarbon
in
the

related
Eastern

Mediterranean region are based on
its legitimate rights in accordance
with international law.
As we previously stressed on many
occasions, having the longest
coastal line in the region, we will
protect our own rights and interests
within our continental shelf, as
well as those of the Turkish
Cypriots around the island of
Cyprus," the Ministry said.
Turkey has consistently contested
the Greek Cypriot administration's
unilateral drilling in the Eastern
Mediterranean, saying Turkish
Cypriots also have rights to the
resources in the area.
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Turkey cannot be excluded from energy equation
Akıncı: “It is not possible to
exclude Turkey from the energy
equation
in
the
Eastern
Mediterranean”
Speaking to TRT regarding the
tension which has arisen on the
issue of energy in the Eastern
Mediterranean, President Mustafa
Akıncı said that Turkey is a great
power in its current geography and
added that the Greek Cypriot
Administration seems to wish for
a solution but does not take any
steps to reach a solution in
Cyprus.

Furthermore, Akıncı stressed “I see
that they insist on the same
mistake. We cannot get anywhere
with
punishment
expressions
towards Turkey and the Turkish
Cypriots. We have to take the
necessary steps. The Greek Cypriot
side wants to turn the Eastern
Mediterranean into a field of
cooperation. They refuse what they
approved previously and they do
not want the Turkish Cypriots to
have any rights regarding decisions
on the issue of energy, even after a
solution”.

Dönmez: “We expect all parties to respect our rights”
Turkish Energy and Natural
Resources Minister Fatih Dönmez
stated that Turkey expects all
regional and global actors to
respect seismic exploration and
drilling activities that are being
carried
out
on
Turkey’s
continental shelf.
Dönmez made evaluations on
natural
gas.
Stating
that
hydrocarbon exploration activities
of
Turkey
in
the
East
Mediterranean
disturb
some
countries, Dönmez said that
Turkey continued to take all
necessary steps within the
framework of the international law

in order to protect the rights and
interests of the TRNC and Turkey.
Indicating that they continue their
activities in line with the country's
rights and interests within the
licensed field which has been
transferred to Turkish Petroleum
by Turkey and the TRNC,
Dönmez said:
“Those who think that they will
harm our exploration activities
within our licensed sites by a fait
accompli
in
the
Eastern
Mediterranean are making a big
mistake.

It is not possible to accept any
statements made regarding the
drilling activities carried out in
Turkey’s own license areas.”
Emphasising that exploration and
drilling activities carried out by
“Fatih” and “Barbaros Hayrettin
Pasha” vessels are based on
legitimate rights within the
framework of international law,
Dönmez added that reserves in
Cyprus belong to both sides and
should be shared rightfully as
stated by the Secretary-General of
the United Nations.
We expect all regional and global
actors
to
respect
seismic

exploration and drilling activities
that are being carried out on
Turkey’s continental shelf.
Underlining that they are aware of
the fact that natural resources can
play an important role in
increasing peace, stability and
prosperity, Dönmez said that the
conducted politics continue in this
regard as well.
Noting that Turkey will continue
to defend the rights of the Turkish
nation and the TRNC, Dönmez
stressed that they will continue to
be the guarantee and source of
peace instead of conflict in the
region (BRT / NTV).
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KAR - News Update
Can you please help KAR? In desperate need of :

Volunteers / Donations / Sponsorship for dogs and cats /
Visitors to the Rescue Centre / Re-homing
Please, Please help us keep our Shops open..... we need people to
help. 3.5 hours a day..... that's all it takes, once, twice a week, the
choice is completely yours. Mornings or afternoons.... also
completely your choice. 3 shops to choose from 2 in Girne, 1 in
Karakum, again your choice.

Dinky

Now that the sun is shining, we have more visitors coming to the
rescue centre. We are looking for Meeters and Greeters to welcome
our visitors who are coming to the centre between the opening hours
of 9am to 1pm.
The role is explaining to visitors what we do and why we do it (a
question we ask ourselves often !!!!) – explaining how they can help,
showing them around the centre and generally being one of the front
line faces for KAR. Our Rescue Centre is a happy place – a place
where our 300+ cats and dogs can live safely, happily and being
loved until their own FUREVER family find them.
If you feel that you can help us, even just 1 morning per week with
this very important aspect of our work – please contact Elaine on
0533 863 1950.

Thank you Dilys and Ian Guthrie ..
1000TL donation from furniture
sale xx

ANIMAL WELFARE
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KAR - News Update
This week it is a huge THANK YOU to all the visitors and supporters who
have been to the Centre in the last 3 weeks and left wonderful reviews on
Trip Advisor. Thank you for lifting the morale of the staff at the Centre,
who at this time, desperately need all our support. Please, Please, visit and
review us. Everything we do here at KAR is for the Cats and Dogs at the
Centre in Arapkoy.
The reviews are a joy to read and really do make it all worthwhile!!
Doggie walking in the mountains
I loved walking the dogs at this place. The dogs are so happy to see you
and absolutely loved their walk. They are well looked after here, just need
walks and a bit of cuddling. I'm happy to do just that... If dogs aren't your
thing then go and cuddle the cats and kittens. It helps with the re-homing
as it gets them used to humans.
Date of experience: May 2019
So much love!!!
I can’t recommend a visit to this centre more highly. The animals are so
well cared for and the centre is so well run. The staff and volunteers
obviously adore the waifs and strays that are in their care and I for one
came away wanting to adopt all of their cats. Please support this amazing
charity, they are truly dedicated. I look forward to seeing them again on
my next visit.
Date of experience: May 2019
MASSIVE THANK YOU!!! To the Quiz team 'Not a Clue' who
attend quiz nights all over the island and then donate cash
winnings to KAR. They arrived this morning with a huge
857TL. Thank you so much to all the team members for thinking
of us!

Just a reminder that Veni Vici in Lapta is a drop off point for the
'softies' for the centre. Every bag donated goes straight to the
Centre for the Dogs and Cats. Our puppies get through heaps of
bedding on a daily basis..... which needs to be replaced. Thank
you so much for all your donations. Ian and Vanessa collected 4
huge bags yesterday (Monday 6th).

We are Number 10, places to visit in Kyrenia on Trip Advisor...
please help us maintain that spot or move even higher.... visit the
centre, take some photos and review us!!!
Please help keep us in the public eye!!!
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Concert in Tribute to Vic Lundie at the Karaman Church
Another link tells the story of the
Kyrenia Church Choir I have met
on several occasions, at concerts
and rehearsals. Link shown at
bottom of page.

By Heidi Trautmann ....
www.heiditrautmann.com ....
Debbie and Ken from Levant
Restaurant, now a legend in itself,
were welcoming the guests to the
concert with a glass of wine, for
those who had come early because
of parking problems. I had parked
down below and walked up the
romantic alleys to the church with
the water from the Karmi spring
running at the side of the path, the
only sound except some late birds.
Karmi is still one of those places
where time has not moved on and
most of the old residents are still
there, happy and full of memories.
Somehow a sad but also a good
feeling. For one of those who is no
longer part of the community, Vic
Lundie, friends and music lovers
had come to listen to the selection
of music pieces his music friends
and friends of the church had
prepared for him. Prue, his wife, is
still part of the Karmi community
and she was witnessing the many
good words of memory in tribute to
her husband.

A big thank you to the Kyrenia
Chamber Choir members who
prepared the concert in memory of
Vic Lundie and for the audience it
was a very special treat on the
Saturday evening of May 04, 2019.
A well chosen programme.
Fikri Toros, Chairman of the
‘Friends of the Karaman Church’
expressed his feelings and thanks
with a surprise piano recital and
later thanked the musicians with a
colourful bunch of flowers which
went so well with the colourful
icons of the church. A wonderful
atmosphere reigned that evening in
the church, a building and treasure
in this mountain village that is
being looked after so lovingly. The
donations given by the guests are
going to be used for necessary
maintenance and repair works.
Singers: Susan Carling, Rae Tilley,
Iris Langford, Alan Carling, …and
Kate Economidou and Zara
Barkhoudarian (piano and voice)
and Deniz Sever (piano).
I have just been informed that there
will be a selection of concerts, the
Kyrenia Chamber Choir have
planned for the summer.

I met Vic Lundie a couple of times
for the sake of music, for telling
the background story of jazz
becoming popular in Cyprus.
See link at bottom of page to a talk
I had with him some years ago.

Vic Lundie link - http://www.heiditrautmann.com/category.aspx?CID=8373432144#.XM_SczAzaUk
Kyrenia Church Choir link http://www.heiditrautmann.com/category.aspx?CID=5514147328#.XM_ROTAzaUk
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The Last Gypsies of Cyprus
A Photographic Documentary Approach by the 'Group Prime Four'
and Mustafa Müezzinoğlu – the
Group Prime Four – as they call
themselves, have undertaken a
voyage over four years in search
of the gypsies in Cyprus, and they
found the last ones, literally the
last ones in some open places in
Cyprus. The results of this journey
we could see in the exhibition
from May 02-06 at the Atatürk
Cultural Centre in Nicosia.
By Heidi Trautmann ....
www.heiditrautmann.com ....
In my young days the remark ‘you
live or behave like a gypsy’ did
not have the meaning of a
compliment, but in our romantic
heads we admired them, we
somehow all longed to get rid of
our social chains, take the
minimum of belongings in our
rucksack and just walk off,
working on the way to feed your
body, what else did you need
when you had the whole world at
your feet. I think it was just that:
gypsies did not recognize any
official laws, any borders, the
whole world was theirs to walk
and live on.
The gypsy population in Europe,
Romanis and Sintis and other
subgroups, still comes up to some
millions, some more millions in
Central Asia and in America but
no correct figure is known, as
many refuse to register. They are
of Indo-Aryan descent. In many
countries governments try to
socialize them, to make them give
up their free life and to be subject
to society rules, etc.
The photographers Yıltan Taşçı,
Mustafa Evirgen, Ceyhan Özyıldız

I would say, a homage to a people
whose traditions and values come
equal to our - or at least my
understanding of freedom, of
living with nature, of living with
little
possessions
to
make
travelling easy.
In the introduction of the book, the
four photographers speak of the
beginning and the progress of their
journey, please see link shown
below.
It is a very honourable project and
they have my respect, not only for
the openness and understanding
they approached these people
with, but also for the documentary
and artistic realization. Here is
only a small selection of photos.
Perhaps they can make this
exhibition available in other cities
and communities across the island
as it represents a valuable
documentary.
The book, supported by HE
Mustafa Akıncı, is available for
sale at the National Library and
should be available soon in
bookstores. The book contains
hundreds of beautiful photos on
273 pages, price for soft cover
60TL and hard cover 80TL.

http://www.heiditrautmann.com/category.aspx?CID=1386156151#.XM8SFRQzbX4
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Adventure on the road with cyclist Abdulhalim Akçay - Part 14
By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....
Cyclist Abdulhalim AKÇAY is
touring Turkey on his cycle. He
started off from Istanbul on 28th
November 2018.
Here is a short summary of his
movements from 28th April to 1st
May 2019.

152nd day (29/04/2019)
It was his second day in Pinarcik
village. He was simply resting, as
he was planning for the days to
come. In a couple of days he
intended to give a short break to his
tour, and to find work somewhere,
so that he would be able to save
some money to finance the next leg
of his adventure.

153rd day (30/04/2019)
He went to SERIK, which is a small
place nearby. It is well known for
some ancient ruins.
He spent the day visiting the
historical ruins. He met a number of
other tourists, and spent the day
taking photographs and meeting
people.

The important news is that after Over the last 5 months he has
pedalling
for
about
5,700 travelled a lot, and has mostly met
kilometres in a 5 month period he all expenses from his own pocket.
has decided to give his tour a
break. He is going to work
somewhere in Antalya, during the
tourist season, to accumulate
money to finance the next part of
his tour.

So far he has pedalled for more
than 5,700 kilometres.
It is the start of tourist season in
the Antalya area, and he thought
that it would not be very difficult
for him to find a temporary job in
the area.
He thinks that while working in the
area he will have the opportunity
of meeting tourists from different
parts of the globe, which will also
be helpful in increasing the
numbers of his followers, and also
give him the chance to chart out
the next part of his tour.

Cyprusscene
will
continue
publishing his daily activities,
once he restarts his journey.

WHERE
TO
NEXT?
151st day (28/04/2019)
Last evening he had reached
PINARCIK village which is under
the Serik district of Antalya. Here
he met an old friend of his from his
university days. He spent a
wonderful day strolling here and
there. He got a chance to attend a
wedding party in the village, where
people showed their interest in him
and his adventure.

154th day (01/05/2019)
It was his last day on his bicycle,
as he was going to have a short
break to the tour. He will be
looking for some work for a
period, in order to have the
necessary funds for the next part of
his tour.
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I have One Euro, and I am going to buy a house
advance to refurbish the property
within three years. The cost of
refurbishing is about 15,000 euros.
The buyer is required to pay a
deposit of 5,000 euro which would
be refunded after completion of
refurbishing of the house.

By Ahmet Abdulaziz....
Just yesterday a friend of mine
told me that there are houses
which are being sold for just one
Euro.
First I thought that it was a joke.
He told me that there was a news
item on the internet, mentioning
that abandoned houses in the hilly
village of Sumbuca (Italy) are
available to be sold to foreigners
for a very cheap price.
First I laughed because I thought
that it must be fake news on the
internet, like so many others that
we come across almost daily. Here
I would like to mention that a
couple of times I had come across
a news item on the internet that
there is dearth of males in Iceland,
and
the
government
had
announced to give 10,000 dollars
to those foreign boys who would
marry a girl in Iceland.

not find it necessary to investigate
the issue any further.
The news is about five months old,
but since I found it out just
yesterday, for me it is very new. I
am sure that for most of the readers
too it is news.
So first of all I am writing here a
short synopsis of the news
published in the The Guardian.
Sambuca is a small hilltop Sicilian
town. Over a long period of time,
the
town
has
undergone
depopulation as the inhabitants
mostly migrated to cities.
The local municipality however has
decided to repopulate the town by
inviting foreigners to buy these old
houses at a very cheap price, which
is as less as one euro. However the
buyer is required to commit in

The newspaper quoted Giuseppe
Cacioppo,
Sambuca’s
deputy
mayor and tourist councillor,
speaking to CNN as under.
“Sambuca is known as the ‘city of
splendour’,” he added. “This
fertile patch of land is dubbed the
‘earthly paradise’. We’re located
inside a nature reserve, packed
with history. Gorgeous beaches,
woods and mountains surround us.
It’s silent and peaceful, an idyllic
retreat for a detox stay.”
When I read the above, I said to
myself, “man this offer is for
you,”. Sure for a person like me
who always likes to enter into a
new adventure, it is a wonderful
opportunity.
Secondly, I always like to live
away from the crowds. So I always
like living at a small, less
populated place. Born and grown
up in a thickly populated city, I

always wanted to live in a place full
of natural beauty, calm and quiet,
with nobody around. I have never
been a social person, and I always
prefer to live a life away from
people. Though it is totally
impossible, yet this is what I
always wanted, and still do.
And now this is the best
opportunity for me. Yes, I want to
go and live in the depopulated town
of Sambuca. I am ready to buy a
house for one euro, since it is only
one euro that I can afford to pay.
For me the real problem is not to go
and live in a depopulated remote
village. My problem is that I do not
have 5,000 euros to pay right now
as deposit, and do not have 15,000
euros for refurbishing a house.
I know how serious this problem is,
yet I still want to buy that house,
get it refurbished, and go and live
there. How? I do not know.
Do you have any idea how I can do
that?
The link to the original news
article from The Guardian is shown
below:

I remember I had forwarded that
news to my eldest son, who in turn
had investigated and found it to be
totally baseless news.
But this time I tried to investigate
the
news
myself
a
bit.
Interestingly at the very initial
stage I found out that the news
originally belonged to the
international online edition of
THE GUARDIAN.
With the
credibility of the newspaper I did
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/jan/17/italian-town-sambuca-sicily-dozens-homes-for-sale-one-euro
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Hope 4 Pets - News Update
Facebook post by Stephanie Harrison-Croft 9th May.
H4P would like to say a special thank you to the following people who
give their continual time and efforts freely in support of the work H4P do
for animals and people helping animals within our community in or out
of the public eye.

Pia Bell Market, every Wednesday morning. Here are some
pictures supplied by Emma Eminsoy. A lovely setting and lots to
choose from.

Hours, days, weekly, monthly dedication is paramount and all these
lovely people do this in their own invaluable way but ask for no
accreditation, wings or otherwise.
Elizabeth Stowell, Emma Eminsoy, Sarah Heffernan, Barbara Burton,
Corinne & Mick Prior, Bill Harrison-Croft, Karen Lain.
If you would like to join our incredible team please inbox any of of us if
you feel you could become part of our mission to continue in our plight to
help the all too many animals in need.
Comment from Rob Astley - massive thanks to all those mentioned but
you forgot yourself luv Stephanie Harrison-Croft, a person I would not
have been able to do without these last 18 months or so x

Facebook post by Rob Astley 8th May.
Ghost has been spayed and Daisy has had 1st vaccination so now both
can be re-homed and I know this is a big ask but these 2 love each other
and really need to be homed together because it would be a massive
shame to split them up. Ghost hasn’t got a lot of confidence and Daisy is
the boss and has lots of confidence for them both. Ghost is the boy that it
took me 8 months to get anywhere near to, now he is so loving it’s
amazing how far he has come and most of that is due to Daisy, they also
had 7 pups together including my trio and I re-homed all the pups in 5
days so I felt very guilty about taking her pups away. So please let’s try
and keep them together.

Frodo here
Update on Fred who has his home awaiting with Annett Heymann
in Germany once his travel prep is completed. The young lad is
doing really well thanks to his two legged foster carers Margaret
Sweeney Malone and Robert and Lily his 4 legged Grandma.
Fred visited again today and he is on a sleepover tonight (that
should be fun!), he is becoming a handsome young man. I am
teaching him how to be polite and the cats are showing him too!
I'm told they rule so I don't question that thinking Fred is learning
fast too.

MUSIC SCENE
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A Turk and a German united in music at The Soulist
By Chris Elliott and Margaret
Sheard ....
The Soulist Coffee and Music
House in Alsancak has become a
very popular venue for those people
who enjoy live music, including
blues, rock, reggae, jazz and
classical.
Alper Cengiz opened the Soulist in
January 2017. He and Roland
Eyerich became friends and
together they have since been
promoting live music at the Soulist
to an ever increasing audience.
CyprusScene
recognise
and
appreciate the dedicated work of
these two people and have been
pleased to present them with the
CyprusScene award.
Following is some information
about Alper and Roland, two music
loving people.

Alper Cengiz
Alper was born in Ankara in
1971.
As a child he was
fascinated with legends such as
Elvis, Ray Charles, The Beatles
etc. and grew up with rock’n’roll.
His sister was a violinist so there
was also classical music in his
home. He also tried to learn to
play the cello but this didn’t work
well, nor as a music teacher at the
University.
Later Alper started to sing with
local rock bands in Ankara and
finally in 1995 he started his own
band “Soul Stuff”.
This was
based on the Blues Brothers Band
and is a 6 piece band with a brass
section. Soul Stuff has performed
all around Turkey and also Jordan
and Cyprus, and is still performing
today.
When coming to North Cyprus,
Alper’s aim was to create a stage
for different kinds of music and
also for the abundance of talented
musicians. During the two years
the Soulist has been operating they
have welcomed musicians from
both sides of the island and
Turkey.
There have been
additional events for charity with
“Friends Across Borders”, a

Christmas market and monthly
classical music evenings (the last
Sunday of the month). A more
recent event is Breakfast with Jazz
which is also held monthly
(normally the second Sunday of the
month) at 10.30am, where music
lovers
can
enjoy
breakfast
accompanied by jazz and this again
has proved to be very well
received.
As well as music, Alper wanted to
have a place for people to enjoy
good coffee during the day in a
warm and cosy atmosphere and
with music on certain evenings it
has made the Soulist a unique
venue for a cultural and social life.
Of course you can also see Alper
performing himself at his Alper &
Friends events at the Soulist.

Roland Eyerich
In January 2017 Roland Eyerich
started a new radio show in the
German language with Bayrak
International - “Blues and Rock
Show with Roland”, a mix of old
and new, which is presented every
Sunday evening from 9pm to 10pm.
Roland is from Koblenz in Germany
and was an officer at the Federal
Ministry of Defence. He had been
visiting the TRNC with his wife for
a number of years to stay at their
home in Lapta.
Following his retirement and after
much travelling, in particular to
Scotland, which he loves, he studied
social science and now tries to help
and support the younger generation
to develop skills and create for
themselves a better future.
Another of Roland’s passions is
music through which he says “it`s
not only a show for German people
as my intention is to bring people
together
without
regard
of
nationality, colour, religion or
language. Music is one of the
instruments for making people
happy and peaceful."
Roland’s show can be heard on
Sunday evenings at 9pm North
Cyprus time by selecting FM 87.8
and FM105 for live streaming.
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Minister of Labour and Social Security met with Girne Mayor
Minister of Labour and Social
Security, Zeki Çeler, visited Girne
Mayor Nidai Güngördü. During the
visit information was exchanged
about activities to be carried out
regarding Occupational Health and
Safety Week and Disabled Week.
Zeki Çeler, gave information about
the Workers and Labourers Day on
1st May and the Occupational
Health and Safety Week which will
be held between 10th and 16th
May. Minister Çeler will also be
present at Kyrenia Amphitheatre
on May 10th within the scope of
Disabled Week.
Girne Mayor

Nidai

Güngördü

commented on the occupational
health and safety issues, and also
the training of employers and
employees. Nidai Güngördü said
that they were happy to contribute
to the Disabled Week last year.
Güngördü said that in the coming
days part of the proceeds from the
Turkcell Girne Half Marathon will
be donated to the Adult Special
Needs
Rehabilitation
Centre.
Güngördü reminded that last year
they organized an event for
children with Down Syndrome and
said that they are ready to
contribute to social responsibility
and awareness activities for people
with disabilities.

19th May - Atatürk Commemoration and Youth & Sports Day
May 19th Atatürk Commemoration
and Youth & Sports Day will be
celebrated in Girne.
The logo work created for the 100th
anniversary of 19 May 1919 has
been placed in the circle in front of
the Municipality of Girne and at the
roundabout where the Dr Fazil
Küçük Monument is located.
In the scope of the celebrations for

the 100th year, there will be a
cortege in the city centre with the
participation of sports clubs, high
school
students
and
nongovernmental organizations.
At 19:19pm on 19th May, in front
of the Kordonboyu Atatürk
Monument, Kordonboyu, Girne, a
“Respect to Ataturk” music event
will be presented by high school
students.

TRNC Environmental Protection report 29 April to 5 May
The Ministry of Tourism and the
Environment Protection Agency
announced the weekly audit report
for 29th April to 5th May. The
Department carried out checks on
387 work places, people or
vehicles throughout the island
during the week.
Among the inspected sites, music
was checked at 132 entertainment
venues, 45 plastic bag inspections,
4 natural life audits, 12 wastewater
inspections, 14 solid waste audits,

3 in the EIA inspections, and 177
inspections of persons or vehicles
in respect of air quality, exhaust
emission and industrial plant.
Sound, solid waste, EIA, industrial
chimneys, wastewater, air quality
and plastic bag inspections were as
follows - Lefkosa 106, FamagustaIskele 155, Kyrenia, 67, GüzelyurtLefke 59.
Time notices were
issued to 8 people/institutions, and
1 person/institution was given a
penalty.

You can help to protect the environment by calling the Environment
Protection Department on their helpline Alo 123.
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GAU screened
to increase
about AIDS
14th Silkfilm
Cocoon
Festivalknowledge
held at Bellapais
Girne Municipality, Beylerbeyi
Mukhtar, Green Peace Movement,
Bellapais
Protection
and
Development Association organised
the 14th Cyprus Silk Cocoon
Festival which was held on 4th and
5th May.
The festival, which was held in
Bellapais Monastery car park area,
included various music concerts,
dance and folklore shows. The
opening ceremony of the festival
was attended by President Mustafa
Akıncı, Minister of Labour and
Social Security - Zeki Çeler, Girne
Mayor
Nidai
Güngördü,
Beylerbeyi Mukhtar - Niyazi Engin
and Secretary General of the Green
Peace Movement - Doğan Sahir.
President Mustafa Akıncı, in his
speech at the opening of the
festival, said that Bellapais is one of
the most beautiful places in Cyprus,
not just Girne. He added that the
products made from the silkworm
were also contributing to tourism
and handicrafts.
President Akıncı, met with the
Mayor of Girne, Nidai Güngördü,
and said the event in Beylerbeyi
(Bellapais) was significant in terms
of content and congratulated the
organisers of the event.
Zeki Çeler, Minister of Labour and
Social Security, pointed out the
importance of festivals in the region
to promote a product and region. He
stressed that with the 14th Cyprus
Silk Cocoon Festival it is one of the
oldest festivals in Girne. Minister
Çeler thanked those who had
contributed to the festival for the
last 14 years.
Girne Mayor Nidai Güngördü, said
in his speech that 14 years ago, the
festival was started with the
initiative of the Green Peace

Movement, and the Municipality
was included in the following
years. Nidai Güngördı pointed out
that thanks to the festival,
awareness of the silk cocoon was
created and a cooperative was
established for this purpose.
Güngördü emphasized that the aim
of the cooperative is to bring
together the producers of the
products, who are engaged in
manual work but have difficulty in
selling them.
Beylerbeyi Mukhtar Niyazi Engin
said that they would do their best
to promote the silk cocoons and
handicrafts in the village to
tourists and in addition the
introduction of activities in the
primary school will be transferred
to the next generations.

Speaking at the closing of the
festival, the Secretary General of
the Green Peace Movement, Dogan
Sahir, said that the festival started
when the silk cocoon work was
about to disappear and that its

value has been recognised by
raising awareness. Dogan Sahir
said with this awareness of the
silkworm, the mulberry trees also
gained value.
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Turkish Maarif College wins 25th High Schools Maths Competition
By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....

The results of the exciting and
competitive final are as follows:

Organised
by
the
Eastern
Mediterranean University (EMU)
Arts and Sciences Faculty,
Mathematics Department, the 25th
High
Schools
Mathematics
Competition finals were held with
the financial support of Onay Fadıl
Demirciler Education and Science
Foundation at EMU.

The Nicosia Turkish Maarif
College team comprising of Alâra
Güçlü, Berk Karacin and Zekâ
Kerim Okaygün finished first with
their mathematics teachers Deniz
Ahçıhoca Çobanoğlu and Zehra
Kavuklu Tokkan.

The finals were contested between
19 May Turkish Maarif College,
Nicosia Turkish Maarif College,
Famagusta Turkish Maarif College
and 20 Temmuz High School.

The 19 May Turkish Maarif
College team comprising of
Kardelen Çoban, Uğur Berkay
Çalışkan and Umut Zengin
finished second with their
mathematics
teacher
Eser
Özyalçın.

According to the press release of
the university, the finals took place
at the CL Building Mustafa Afşin
Ersoy Hall in front of a large
audience. Speaking before the final
commenced,
Mathematics
Department Chair Prof. Dr. Nazım
Mahmudov provided information
about the history of the
competition and wished all of the
schools the best of luck. Prof. Dr.
Mahmudov also thanked the Onay
Fadıl Demirciler Education and
Science Foundation for their
financial support. Faculty of Arts
and Sciences Dean Prof. Dr.
Mehmet Ali Özarslan touched
upon the Mathematics Department
operating under their Faculty and
provided
information
about
Undergraduate,
Masters
and
Doctoral Degree programs.
Rector Prof. Dr. Necdet Osam
highlighted that EMU is a world
university with a mission and
vision underlining that the students
need not look any further for a
university where they can construct
their future. Prof. Dr. Osam
concluded his speech by wishing
all schools that made it to the finals
the best of luck.

The Famagusta Turkish Maarif
College team comprising of Aynur
Samancı, Saadet Alâra Aktuğlu
and Tuğra Tolga Baki finished
third with their mathematics
teacher Gülây Aksoy.
The 20 Temmuz High School
team comprising of Eser Eroğlu,
Halime Karabağ and Harun
Gürgönmez won the ‘Onay Fadıl
Demirciler Special Award’ with
their mathematics teachers Emine
Hacışevki and Remziye Korkuter.
The TED College Cyprus team
consisting of Ahmet Harnuboğlu,
Erden Caner and Emir Akçeşme
finished second at the semi-final
stage of the competition to earn
the 25th Year Special Award with
their mathematics teacher Melek
Gavani.
At a ceremony which took place
after the competition, the Nicosia
Turkish Maarif College team were
presented with their award by
Vice Rector Prof. Dr. Sonuç Zorlu
Oğurlu.
The 19 May Turkish Maarif

College team were presented with
their award by National Education
Supervision and Evaluation Board
President Ahmet Karahan.
The Famagusta Turkish Maarif
College team were presented with
their award by Faculty of Arts and
Sciences Dean Prof. Dr. Mehmet
Ali Özarslan.
The 20 Temmuz High School team
were presented with their award by
the late Onay Fadıl Demirciler’s
wife Serpin Demirciler.
The TED College Cyprus team
were presented with their award by
Mathematics Department Chair
Prof. Dr. Nazım Mahmudov.
Awards were also given for the
Individual Category
Uğur Berkay Çalışkan and Umut
Zengin from the 19 May Turkish
Maarif College shared first place in
the individual category of the
competition which took place on
the 16th of April 2019.
Tuğra Tolga Baki from the
Famagusta Turkish Maarif College
came second and Zekâ Okaygün
from the Nicosia Turkish Maarif
College came third.

Ahmet Harnupoğlu (TED College
Cyprus) won the “25th Year
Special Award” and Alara Güçlü
(Nicosia Turkish Maarif College)
won the “Onay Fadıl Demirciler
Special Award”.
Their awards were presented by
Vice Rector Prof. Dr. Sonuç Zorlu
Oğurlu, Faculty of Arts and
Sciences Dean Prof. Dr. Mehmet
Ali Özarslan, Faculty of Arts and
Sciences Founding Dean Prof. Dr.
Ayhan
Bilsel,
Mathematics
Department Chair Prof. Dr. Nazım
Mahmudov and the late Onay Fadıl
Demirciler’s daughter Naciye
Demirciler.
The Nicosia Turkish Maarif
College became the perpetual
owner of the Onay Fadıl
Demirciler Shield II which was
introduced in 2014 for a 5-year
period as a result of having their
name engraved on the shield more
than any other school during this
period of time.
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Brain control of Speech & Language and early diagnosis of disorders
By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....
The “Brain and Speech” issue was
recently discussed in the context of the
“Scientific Conversations” event
hosted by the Near East University
Faculty of Health Sciences.
The Speech and Language Therapist
Dr. Seren Düzenli Oztürk, was the
main speaker, who discussed the need
of understanding and the overall
system in which the brain controls
language and speech. She emphasised
that understanding this function of the
brain is very important for early
diagnosis of language and speech
disorders.
Underlining that the ability to produce
an infinite number of sentences with a
limited number of grammatical rules
is the feature that makes the human
speech and language superior to
communication systems of other
living things. Speech and Language
Therapist Dr. Seren Düzenli Oztürk

stated that speech sounds, their
semantic processing and grammatical
rules are coordinated by motor
patterns involving brain electrical
impulses that can be detected and
tracked via electroencephalogram
(EEG).
Highlighting that 32-month old babies
have the ability to distinguish the
difference between regular and
irregular sentences, Dr. Oztürk noted
that this feature hasn’t been detected
in the brain signals of babies who are
at risk of linguistic development.
Adding that 12 month-old babies are
able to match the word-picture and
word meanings, Dr. Oztürk stated that
scientific data proving this feature can
be detected via EEG has been
presented.

speech and language processing
system in the human brain was a very
complex system that had not been
completely understood yet. “Early
diagnosis in the functioning disorders
(language and speech disorders) of
such a complex system is of great
importance” she said.
The session was attended by vice
Rector Associate Professor Mustafa
Kurt, Faculty of Health Sciences
Founding Dean Professor Sevinç
Yücecan, faculty members, and a
large group of students of Near East
University.

Drawing attention that the Swiss
linguist Ferdinand de Saussure, known
as the founder of modern linguistics,
defined language as the “System of
Systems”, Dr. Oztürk stated that the

“Cyprus in Çanakkale–Dardanelles” exhibition of photographs
By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....
An exhibition of 65 photographs
taken by the students attached to
the Photography Club of Near East
University, was organised at the
famous
Trojan
square
of
Çanakkale
(Turkey).
The
exhibition was entitled “Cyprus in
Çanakkale – Dardanelles”.

to bring the people of the area fraternity of the two countries and
nearer to Cyprus.
said ”We are delighted and
honoured to see the guests from
Before the opening of the Cyprus in Çanakkale and to see the
exhibition a one minute silence historical texture, nature and
ceremony was held in memory of cultural characteristics of Northern
the fallen in the 1974 Cyprus Peace Cyprus. The continuation of this
Operation.
project will be crowned with the
Çanakkale Exhibition in Cyprus.
The idea behind the exhibition was In his opening speech the The Republic of Turkey, at any
Provincial Education Director of time and in any condition is in
Çanakkale
emphasized
the support of our brothers, the
Turkish Cypriot people”.
According to the press information
released by the Near East
University, the exhibition was
greatly appreciated by the visitors
to the exhibition. The photographs
in general exhibited the geography,
historical
and
cultural
characteristics of Cyprus.

The students of the Near East
University Photography Club will
open a “Çanakkale Photography
Exhibition in Northern Cyprus” in
May with photos taken as a result
of a 6-day workshop in Çanakkale
as part of the “Çanakkale in
Cyprus” project.
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Demetra George Mustafaoglu presents awards to her Team
By
Demetra
Mustafaoglu ....

George

Let me present some amazing
citizens of North Cyprus to you for
they have worked tirelessly for
charities and selflessly in many
capacities.
A Clean Cyprus,
Concerts without Borders
The Saracoglu Cancer Foundation
Karmi Church Fund ... and more.
This team of dedicated women and
men have supported many charity
events and lovingly worked to
make them one of a kind under the
direction of Dr. Demetra George
Mustafaoglu for almost 8 years.

The Grammy List Nominee, US
Cultural Diplomat and former Miss
Oklahoma has brought a new face
to charity events on the island
making it fun for everyone
attending especially in her shows at
Halloween and on Children’s Day.
I decided to thank my amazing
support team and bearers and
sharers of good news by designing
and awarding a laurel wreathed
treble clef to 5 people in KKTC
who support, believe in and raise up
those in need here. They are Nevgi
Ertanin-Stage Manager, Ece SualpProduction Assistant and Hatice
Kerimgil-Public Relations,
Can
Gazi-BRT, and singer Peri Sualp
with a broken foot.

l-r, Back row - Nevgi Ertanin, Ece Sualp, Hatice Kerimgil.
Middle row - Demetra George Mustafaoglu, Can Gazi.
Front - Peri Sualp.

Computer programming courses for primary school students at EMU
By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....

Engineering Laboratory under the
supervision of the research
With a view to encouraging assistants.
knowledge and interest of
computers and programming, the Within the scope of the courses, in
Computer Department of Eastern which the primary school students
Mediterranean University recently showed great interest, a game
organised a series of computer program was built and run from
programming courses for 4th start to finish.
grade students of the primary
school.
At the end of the course the
students were presented with
The first of the courses organized certificates of participation.
with the support of EMU
Management
and
Polatpaşa
Primary School Head Teacher
Mehmet Erbil Taşer took place on
26th
April 2019 with the
participation of 34 students.
The second of the courses took
place on 3rd May 2019 with the
participation of 24 students at the
Department of Computer
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When you have health issues don't try to hide or ignore them

By Peri Sualp....
Last week I broke my foot! It
really was very painful. I was in so
much pain and the worst part of all
was that I wasn’t at home.
I was in Kalkanli having a
sleepover and a study session with
my best friend. We had decided to
take a break and play a little bit of
basketball. I don’t usually play
basketball but I did, which was the
only time in a year, and I end up
with a broken foot!
As I wasn’t at home, I couldn’t
quite explain to my mom the exact
situation of my foot and how deep
the pain was. Also I didn’t want to
put my friend and her parents in an
awkward position. I didn’t want
them to feel guilty or feel even
worse than they were, so I put up
with the horrible pain and suffered
for more than 24 hours.
Finally when I arrived home, my
mom saw my foot all swollen and
looking a terrible colour. She
grabbed me there and then and
took me to the nearest hospital she
could find. To be honest, my mom
was panicking way more than I
was and I had got used to the pain,
but I definitely wanted it gone!
Eventually after x-rays and more
painful experiences, they gave us
the results. Broken! I couldn’t
believe it. Should I feel proud that

I was in so much pain and even
from the very beginning I did not
cry?

Then they put me in a half cast and
I had to wait a couple of days and
go back to the hospital and to have
a proper cast put on. Now I have
the real big heavy cast on and it’s
not really a good feeling! I
definitely do not wish it on
anybody! I learned that if I had
told the truth in the first place to
my mom, maybe the break
wouldn’t have been this bad. If
this cast doesn’t work, then I will
eventually need an operation!
How to prevent breaks :

Should I feel sad that I now have
to sit and not move for a month?
Or should I even feel more pain
standing around while waiting for
my results? I sat down in the
nurse's room. I have never seen my
mom in such panic (except during
my concerts!).
The doctor asked us why I pushed
it so hard and walked on it. The
doctor had noticed that I made the
break even worse! I was walking
on my foot to pretend that I was
fine to my best friend and her
parents and I ended up having
something worse than just a break!
He told me if I had pushed it just a
bit more, I would have needed an
operation! Now who wants that?
Nobody! Especially a 13 year old
girl who's afraid of even a tiny
needle!

From the example above, I also
learned that sports can be
dangerous! You must follow every
sport's specified rule. Basketball
might seem like all fun and games
but if you do not have the right
outfit and shoes you can end up
with serious injuries!
This does not go only for sports
but any type of activities. Rules for
people of certain ages might seem
unnecessary and that is the main
reason that most people do not
follow them. For example, 21 year
old young boys riding their
motorbikes without a helmet to
show off their hair in the wind!
Be careful! Now, you probably
hear it everywhere. Be careful! Be
careful! Listen to the warnings

and be more careful! Don’t
purposely put yourself in danger
even if it’s for fun! I learned this
the hard way! Protect your body
because your body is your most
precious thing you own, your
personal home that you cannot
survive without.
What have I learned from this
experience? From now on I will
never hide anything from my mom
or hide anything from anyone
regarding health issues. I learned
that your health and safety comes
first, no matter what!
My best friend will be a pair of
crutches for minimum one month,
now looking at it from the bright
side, I realise that I will have
stronger muscles in my 2 arms and
1 leg! Yay!
The interesting thing is that I have
never received as much attention
as this in my life before! Even
when I have performed in very
important places and people. In
school everyone is super nice to
me even the bullies!
My last recommendation is, try to
look at everything from the bright
side! Everything happens for a
reason, everything we experience
is a learning experience! And most
of all smile... no matter what...
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Sea Breeze Restaurant Table Top Sale to maintain Defibrillators
Readers mail
By Saberich...
.
On Monday May 13th at Sea
Breeze
Restaurant,
Küçük
Erenköy between 12 and 4pm
there is a Table Top Sale and all
proceeds will go to helping funds
for the 5 defibrillators that are
sited in the Küçük Erenköy,
Tatlısu and Esentepe areas.
You rarely see any Defibrillators
sited in the TRNC, yes in
Hospitals and Medical Centres and
some other places but not in
everyday places, Shopping Malls,
Restaurants, Cinema’s etc. So in
our area thankfully we have 5
sited as follows:

On the wall at Ömrüm Eczanesi
(Chemist),
Outside Esentepe
Belediyesi Building,
Marina
View, by Binny’s Restaurant, at
the entrance to the Almond Tree
Restaurant, and on the wall at
Metran Supermarket, Tatlisu.

them = £250. The batteries have a life
span of 4 years (£150 each) they will
need replacing next year, so that will
cost around £750.
We have some funds in the kitty but
every Lira is vital in helping us to buy
replacements. Please come along to

Sea Breeze Restaurant on Monday
to the Table Top Sale or just buy
some raffle tickets.
Any donations will be welcome,
you can contact me Sabrerich on
0533 830 9968.

Since being installed in the mid
2000’s thankfully they have never
been used, but it is good to know
that they are there in case of an
emergency, you never know when
one could be needed.
They require little maintenance,
they are checked regularly on a
monthly basis. In October 2019,
the pads will need replacing (cost
around £50 each), we require 5 of

80th Birthday party at Seawise Restaurant, Esentepe
Readers Mail
Diane Loftus ....
Recently my Mum, Mildred,
celebrated her 80th birthday with a
party at Seawise Restaurant in
Esentepe
.
As we have all been affected by
Cancer in some form or another, it
couldn't be nearer to home than now
for our family and friends as mum
has just finished treatment for lung
cancer and is on medication for
breast cancer.
So we asked for donations from the
party for Tulips (Help Those with
Cancer Association) the cancer
charity, which helps people here in
the TRNC who are fighting cancer.
We raised 1,087TL on the night.
My mum, my husband Graham and
I would like to thank everyone for
all their donations and especially

Murat
Demitris
of
Seawise
Restaurant and Dominic Holmes for
entertaining and making it a very
special occasion.
There has been another donation
given to my mum by Hati Gürbüz,
who had a 15th Anniversary event
last Sunday 5th May, and she
donated 500TL to Mum today for
Tulips. What a lovely gesture.
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North Cyprus Events Calendar
11th May to 24th May 2019
A list of events you can look forward to in North Cyprus. For those charity fund-raisers, venues etc. who would like to include an event in the
Weekly Events Calendar, contact Chris or Margaret at cyprusscene.com.
The Events Calendar is published on cyprusscene.com website every week on Thursday so please try to submit information you would like to
be included by Wednesday each week.
Çanakkale v Göçmenköy (L1) at Muharrem Döveç
Stadı, Famagusta. Kick off 4pm.
Maraş v Değirmenlik (L1) at Maraş Stadı,
Famagusta. Kick off 4pm.
1461 Iskele Trabzonspor v Civisil (BTM) at
Cumhuriyet Stadium, Iskele. Kick off 10.30am.

11th May – Saturday – Football :
Merit Alsancak Yeşilova v Baf Ülkü Yurdu
(SL) at Mustafa Hidayet Çağlar Stadı,
Alsancak. Kick off 4pm.
Türk Ocak v Yenicamı (SL) at 20 Temmuz
Mete Adanır Stadium, Girne. Kick off 4pm.
L. Gençler Birliği v Esentepe (SL) at
Cumhuriyet Stadium, Iskele. Kick off 4pm.
Sadrazam Kayalar v Tepebaşı (BTM) at Şht
Şevket Kadir Stadium, Lapta. KO 10.30am.
Çetinkaya v Doğan Türk Birliği (SL) at Ataturk
Stadium, Lefkosa. Kick off 4pm.
Küçük Kaymaklı v Mağusa Türk Gücü (SL) at
Şht Hüseyin Ruso Stadıum, Lefkosa. KO 4pm.
Yeni Erenköy v Kumyalı (BTM) at Yeni
Erenköy Sahası, Yeni Erenkoy. KO 10.30am.

18th May – Saturday - The Soulist Coffee
and Music House, Alsancak present Alper
Cengiz & Friends (Blues/Rock) starting at
9.30pm. Entrance 35TL.

19th May – Sunday - Bikers, Burgers & Beer
- Motor Cycle Festival at the Corner House,
14th May – Tuesday - Kyrenia Amateur Dramatic Ozankoy starting at 1pm. Music from Serdar
Society will be holding an informal gathering for Tuksal. Call 0533 845 3465.
auditions for radio plays to be aired later in the
summer. 11.30am at Acmenya Restaurant, 22nd May – Wednesday - The Soulist Coffee
Alsancak.
For more information call 0533 and Music House, Alsancak present Lady M
Jazz Trio (Jazz) starting at 9.30pm. Entrance
8328121 or 0533 8400380.
25TL.
15th May – Wednesday - The Courtyard Inn,
Karakum are holding a lunch on behalf of the 23rd May – Thursday - Quiz of the Week
British Cemetery Committee, starting at 1pm. 3- with Susie, followed by Karaoke at the Balti
course meal 70TL per person. To book call 0392 House, Esentepe at 8pm. 5TL per person. 2course quiz menu 40TL. To book call 0542
815 3343 or 0533 860 6815.
889 3034.
15th May – Wednesday - The Soulist Coffee and
Music House, Alsancak present Hot Club of 23rd May – Thursday - Classic film event at
The Food Lodge in Catalkoy in association
Cyprus (Jazz) starting at 9.30pm. Entrance 25TL.
with the DVD Shop, Catalkoy. Starting at
16th May – Thursday - Quiz of the Week with 5pm you can enjoy Our Man in Havana
Susie, followed by Karaoke at the Balti House, (1959). 15TL for the film, a soft drink and
Esentepe at 8pm. 5TL per person. 2-course quiz popcorn. Reservations must be made - call
0533 839 8764.
menu 40TL. To book call 0542 889 3034.

11th May – Saturday - The Soulist Coffee and
Music House, Alsancak present Paper Thieves
(from Germany) starting at 9.30pm. Entrance
16th May – Thursday - Tim’s Cafe/Bar will be
35TL.
having evening entertainment with Senol.
12th May – Sunday - Merit Royal and
Premium Hotel special Mother’s Day lunch. 16th May – Thursday - Classic film event at The
Call 0392 650 4000 to book a family table to Food Lodge in Catalkoy in association with the
celebrate with your very Special Mother and DVD Shop, Catalkoy. Starting at 5pm you can
enjoy 50% discount at all of their A La Carte enjoy Little Miss Sunshine (2006). 15TL for the
film, a soft drink and popcorn. Reservations must
Restaurants.
be made - call 0533 839 8764
12th May – Sunday - The Soulist Coffee and
Music House, Alsancak present Breakfast with 17th May – Friday - Bingo at Charlie’s Bar,
Esentepe at 8.30pm.
Jazz starting at 10.30am. Entrance 75TL.

24th May – Friday - Bingo at Charlie’s Bar,
Esentepe at 8.30pm.
24th May – Friday - The Soulist Coffee and
Music House, Alsancak present The Verigo
(Pop/Rock) starting at 9.30pm. Entrance
35TL.

24th May – Friday - Black Olive Cafe,
Alsancak will be having a James Bond & Spy
Quiz starting at 7pm. In aid of the Taskent
Nature Park. 45TL for supper and quiz (10TL
to the Nature Park). To book teams contact
17th May – Friday - The Soulist Coffee and Music Vicki on 0533 835 5133
12th May – Sunday – Football :
Düzkaya v Mesarya (L1) at Nihat Bağcier House, Alsancak present The Healers (Reggae)
Stadı, Catalkoy (behind Tempo) Kick off 4pm. starting at 9.30pm. Entrance 35TL.
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Answers on page 27 - No cheating!
Success for TRNC Gliding
National Team
TRNC Air Sports Federation F3J
and F5J gliding model plane
national team attended Ukraine
Eurotour and FAI World Cup
competitions in Lviv city of
Ukraine between 2nd and 6th May
2019 and represented the TRNC at

the international platform.
Sportsman Erel Cankan from the
national team came third in the
F3J category and second in the F5J
category at the race organised in
Ukraine.
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NORTH CYPRUS CHEMIST ROTA
11th May – Saturday
Emin Eczanesi, Alsancak (Opp. Mardo). Tel: 0533 870 1946
Güven Eczanesi, Salıh Miroğlu Cad. Gırne. Tel: 815 2409
12th May – Sunday
Kandil Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu (Chicken Planet/GAU). Tel: 822 3842
Tören 11 Eczanesi, Vakıflar Çarşısı, Gırne. Tel: 815 1790
13th May – Monday
Gündal Eczanesi, Iskenderum Cad. Karakum. Tel: 816 0543
Ilgen Eczanesi, Bedreddin Demırel Cad. Girne. Tel: 815 8118
14th May – Tuesday
Mucizem Eczanesi, Naci Talat Cad. Karaoglanoglu. Tel: 815 1150
Şifali Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu Cad, Alsancak. Tel: 0533 846 3330

15th May – Wednesday
Aydin Life Eczanesi, Bellapais Road, Doğankoy. Tel: 815 7350
Mehmet Kamiloğlu Eczanesi, Mustafa Çağalay Cad. Gırne.
Tel: 815 2150
16th May – Thursday
Aşar Eczanesi, Mustafa Çağalay Cad. Gırne. Tel: 815 7075
Nejla Erçal Eczanesi, Universite Yolu Sok Karaman GAU.
Tel: 822 3202
17th May – Friday
Günay Variş Eczanesi, Uğur Mumcu Cad. Karakum. Tel: 815 2585
Tören Eczanesi, Zıya Rızkı Cad. Gırne. Tel: 815 8979
18th May – Saturday
Dünya Eczanesi, Salıh Miroğlu Cad. Girne. Tel: 815 0009
Ömrüm Eczanesi, Karaoglanoglu (Tempo Supermarket). Tel: 822 2287

Duty Chemists for the Girne - Alsancak - Lapta areas
Chemist Opening Hours
From 1st April 2019, on weekdays, Monday to Friday opening hours change to 8am to 7pm
and Saturdays between 8am and 1.30pm until May 12, 2019. Duty chemists 8am to 2am.

Emergency Telephone Numbers
mobile numbers are prefixed 0533 or 0542 or 0548
landline numbers are prefixed 0392
POLICE
Emergencies
General
Girne
Lefkosa
Gazi Mağusa
Guzelyurt
Lapta

155
228 3411
815 2125
228 3311
366 5310
714 2140
821 8512

FIRE
Emergencies
Forest Fire
Girne
Lefkosa
Gazi Mağusa
Guzelyurt

199
177
815 2111
227 1259
366 5389
714 2200

AMBULANCE
Emergencies

112

HOSPITAL
Girne
Lefkoşa
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

8152266/815 2254
228 5441;
3662876/3665328
714 2125

ELECTRICITY
Electrical faults
Lefkoşa
Girne
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

188
225 3436
815 2223
366 5514
714 2122

WATER
Water problems:
Lefkoşa
Girne
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

228 3315
815 2118
366 4483
714 3516

Kyrenia Weather (from 10th May 2019)
10-day Forecast
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Here are the answers to Sudoku on page 25
GRID No. 151

GRID No. 152

How did you do?
Gaziköy 5 year electricity supply problem resolved
In previous years, the Ministry of
Interior has been implementing
projects step-by-step in order to
eliminate
the
infrastructure
problems in rural areas, which lead
to big grievances.

As a result of two months work, the
necessary initiatives have been
made and with the project prepared
at a cost of 360,000TL, the electric
supply has been delivered to the
land of the rural area.

As a result of the intensive work
carried out by the Ministry of
Interior's
Social
Housing
Directorate, the electricity supply
problem in Gaziköy since 2014 has
been resolved. In order to resolve
the electricity problem, which was
one of the biggest grievances in
this rural area, the Social Housing
Directorate examined the problem
site about 2 months ago and project
work was initiated to eliminate the
grievances of the citizens who were
given rural land in 2014.

With the completion of the
operation for the electric supply
infrastructure for the houses that
have been constructed in the
region, after a long wait electricity
will finally be available.
Efforts will be continued for
resolving the infrastructure of the
rural areas.
Source :
Ministry of Interior
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Tatlısu
Ozankoy
v Karadeniz
v Duzkaya
61match
Matchreport
Report
Junior,
Junior,
Junior!
Esentepe
Win!
By Richard Beale .

Result : Esentepe KKSK 4 Genclik Gucu TSK 1

By Richard Beale ..
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MEHMET
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was
left

25 mins : Esentepe Nigerian
winger Efosa set upon a run on the
right putting over a low cross that
Sane hit wide from a great position.

5 mins : A long ball out of the
G.Gücü defence found their
dangerman Öngür Ongun on the
left, the prolific striker outstripped
Mustafa Kiliç and got in a shot that
Esentepe young keeper Onur
managed to push round for a
corner

26 mins : G.Gücü hit the bar
following an Ocran corner to the
far post that İltaç managed to
connect with the ball but saw his
shot hit the bar and Esentepe
managed to scramble the ball
away.

13 mins : Esentepe took the lead

It was thrilling end to end stuff

free kick on the left, Kaan simply
squared the ball to JUNIOR
standing outside the area, he sent
in a low shot that beat the diving
Dağman to complete his hat trick.
HALF TIME SCORE : 3-1
Quite rightly so in the second half
Esentepe were quite content to
defend deep and rely on
breakaways it was up to G. Gücü
to take up the initiative which they
failed to do.

SMILES, GOALS SMILES

Of course JUNIOR was “ Man of
the Match”. Sane and Kaan in
midfield for Esentepe had their
best match of the season for
Esentepe. In defence Şahin put in
a real Captain’s performance aided
by Uğurcan who defended,
attacked and was all over the
pitch.
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Ozankoy
v Duzkaya
report
Junior,
Junior,
Junior!match
Esentepe
Win!
By Richard Beale .

Result : Esentepe KKSK 4 Genclik Gucu TSK 1

By Richard Beale ..
RED HOT DERBY!

Result : Ozanköy SK 4 Düzkaya Kosk 2

Saturday February 9, 2019 : KSunday
May League
5 : K-Pet: League
1 :
Pet Super
Esentepe
Ozanköy Mustafa Ozkayım Stadı.

Erdal Barut Stadium.

In a thrilling "local derby'' match,
Yes I kept
am their
not hopes
dreaming,
an
Ozanköy
of automatic
Esentepe win
long lastDüzkaya
and 4
promotion
alive,at whereas
goalsneeding
scoredone
as point
well, tothanks
a
only
secure to
their
Junior firstmust
halfkeep
hat trick
a first
promotion
their and
champagne
on
iceat
forsenior
anotherlevel
week.in the second
goal

half for youngster Mustafa Günlü.
A red hot derby, red hot atmosphere,
red
hot action
and off the
Esentepe
who both
haveon suffered
a
pitch. Standing room only in a packed
harrowing season took out all their
Mustafa Ozkayım Stadı for this crucial
frustrations on Lefkoşa based team
promotion clash.

Gençlik
Gücü
which
was
undoubtedly
their best
Düzkaya
supporters
cameperformance
in their 100's
of
the
season.
This
was
decking out the stadiuma must
with win
their
gameand
forbanners.
Esentepe
did it
flags
We and
had they
firecrackers,
somebody
even
brought
a
megaphone
in style and they have now climbed
with
them,but
Düzkaya
fansLeague.
were inIna
to bottom
one in the
party
mood,areexpecting
todayEvito who
gain
last place
Girne Halk
the one point that will send them up
Esentepe face away next Saturday,
into the Super League. Ozanköy had
what a dog fight that will be.
other ideas, they have a guaranteed
play off place and if they can win their
After scoring
times last
remaining
two 6matches
theyweekend
have an
Gençlik
Gücü
showed
why
outside chance of leapfrogging they
over
are a very inconsistent team this
Düzkaya.

season. They are a “Jekyll and
Düzkaya
must on
keep
the day
champagne
on
Hyde” team,
their
they can
ice
and
hope
they
can
beat
or
draw
beat anybody, but when they not
next
weekgame
at home
Mesarya.
on their
theytoare
bad. Luckily
for Esentepe “Mr Hyde” turned up,
I also wanted to see Ex Esentepe
they were not at the races today.
MATCH NOTES

Ozanköy, Hopes Still Alive - Düzkaya, Champagne on Ice.
players OSMAN NERSIN and
AHMET KARAL gain promotion to
the Super League for the second
successive season with two different
teams. The first half was pulsating,
both teams launching themselves at
each other with such ferocity with
some hard robust challenges and
JUNIOR
and
tackles, which
helped stirinupaction
the frenzy
amongst the supporters.

when JUNIOR started the move
and finished
it. The
Ozanköy
took the
lead Cameroon
in the 8th
International
picked
the
ballstriker
up
minute through their prolific
beating aYİLİDZ
couple converting
of players abefore
BEKER
cross.
Düzkaya
rallied
afterit some
passing to
Saneand
who
turn intense
found
pressure
Esentepe
AHMET
Kaan onEx the
left, player
the wingers
KARAL
withthea far
low post
shot
measuredequalised
across to
from
outside
the
box
in
the
33rd
found JUNIOR again who slid the
minute. MUSTAFA ÇİÇEKLİ regained
ball home. 1-0
the home side advantage scoring from
close range in the 37th minute.

14 mins : Unbelievably Esentepe
scored
again
after
This
led to
some immediately
crowd trouble which
G.Gücü
lostsimmering
the ball from
the Police
kick
was
always
and the
off, toagain
involved
in
had
step inJunior
to keepwas
the two
opposing
supporters
apart.
the start of
the move he passed to
Sane, who in turn passed to
Then
to cap
it all
explosive
half
Hüseyin
who
sentin aanlong
ball into
we
two goals
a minute
each
the had
visitors
goal inarea,
whichof was
other. 44th minute SÜLEYMAN
headed in by JUNIOR who had
BAYIR equalised for Düzkaya, only to
kept on running into the box. 2-0.
see immediately from the kick off
AYTUN scrambling in for Ozanköy.

25 mins : Esentepe Nigerian
winger Efosa set upon a run on the
right putting over a low cross that
Sane hit wide from a great position.

5 mins : A long ball out of the
G.Gücü defence found their
dangerman Öngür Ongun on the
left, the prolific striker outstripped
Mustafa Kiliç and got in a shot that
Esentepe young keeper Onur
managed to push round for a
corner

26 mins : G.Gücü hit the bar
following an Ocran corner to the
far post that İltaç managed to
connect with the ball but saw his
shot hit the bar and Esentepe
managed to scramble the ball
away.

13 mins : Esentepe took the lead

It was thrilling end to end stuff

left celebrating a goal with teammate ÜĞURCAN
both teams looked likely to score
any time they attacked.
30 mins : Esentepe missed another
golden opportunity to increase
HALF
TIME
SCORE:
their lead
when
Kaan3-2.
on the left
brilliantly beat his marker before
With
the over
matcha perfect
being shown
on
sending
cross live
to the
BRT Sport, thankfully the crowd
hovering Junior but the striker
trouble died down and the match itself
headed wide.
lost some of its spikiness.

pulled
a goal
35 mins
The
second: G.
halfGücü
was quite
pedestrian
back direct
from
freehalf.
kick
taken
compared
with
the afirst
Düzkaya
by PRINCE
BOATENG
on
didn't
really look
like getting wide
back into
the
and kick
it waswent
Ozanköy
his game
left. His
in at who
the
scored
a
fourth
goal
in
the
68th
minute
near post, maybe young Esentepe
to
make the Onur
game could
safe. Bekir
goalkeeper
have had
donea
shot, that was deemed to hit Düzkaya
better preventing the goal. 2-1
defender Nersin’s arm, even though he
had turned his back onto the shot. I
increased
their
42 minsthe: Esentepe
thought
penalty was
a little harsh.
lead whenSOY
theyduly
were
awarded
SAYDAM
stepped
up to a
free kick on the left, Kaan simply
squared the ball to JUNIOR
standing outside the area, he sent
in a low shot that beat the diving
Dağman to complete his hat trick.
HALF TIME SCORE : 3-1
Quite rightly so in the second half
Esentepe were quite content to
defend deep and rely on
breakaways it was up to G. Gücü
to take up the initiative which they
failed to do.

81 mins : Junior accepting and
holding the ball found Sane in the
G Gücü box he simply squared the
ball across to an unmarked
MUSTAFA GÜNLÜ on as a
4-2
send
Yunus the who
wrongshot
way. home,
replacement
to
record his first ever goal for the
After that Ozanköy were content to
first team. 4-1

keep Düzkaya at arm’s length, with the
visitors probably thinking we will
90 +2 mins : G. Gücü almost
conserve our energy and get the job
pulled
goal back in the dying
done
nexta week.

seconds when Debola outstripped
and putMehmet
over a perfect
AMuhammed
mention to Referee
Sezener
who
had anBoateng
excellent who
game
crossI thought
to Prince
and
handled
what to
could
be his
an
somehow
managed
scoop
explosive
match
very
well
shot over the bar from a few yards
.out to sum up G Gücü day.
FULL TIME SCORE: 4-2.

FULL TIME SCORE : 4-1
SUMMING UP : GOALS,
SMILES, GOALS SMILES
Of course JUNIOR was “ Man of
the Match”. Sane and Kaan in
midfield for Esentepe had their
best match of the season for
Esentepe. In defence Şahin put in
a real Captain’s performance aided
by Uğurcan who defended,
attacked and was all over the
pitch.
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Happy
are Junior!
here,
Again
and
Again
Football
Results
and League
Tables
for
Junior,days
Junior,
Esentepe
Win!
Weekend 4/5 May

By Richard Beale ....
By Richard Beale ..
ABybrace
of goals by Esentepe
Richard Beale...
Saturday
: KNigerian February
winger9, 2019
EFOSA
Pet
League
: onEsentepe
FRANCIS
6 points
The Super
pressuremade
finallyit told
oneout
of of
the
Erdal
Stadium.
6top
andBarut
lifted
Esentepe
out
of
the
two
teams
chasing
the
Championship
title. It was
the current
automatic
relegation
places
into
Yes
I am Yenicamı
not
an
Champions
who cracked
14th
position,
theirdreaming,
highest
since
being
held
bylastneighbours
Esentepe
winatof
athome
long
and 4
mid
October
last
year.
Çetinkaya,
mind
you
it
took
goals scored as well, thanks ato97th
a
minute
header
from
Doğukan
Junior
firstUnder
half hat
trick winning
and a first
With the
21 team
as
Demirman that finally broke Yenicamı
goal
senior it's
levelain very
the second
well,at again
happy
hearts.
half
for youngster
Mustafa
Günlü.on
Esentepe
Village,
smiles
peoples
believe took
it or not
Mağusa faces
Türkand Gücü
full
Esentepe
who
have
suffered
the
sun is out!
advantage
of the 2 points dropped aby
harrowing
took
out allattheir
Yenicamı, season
thrashing
Cihangir
home
frustrations
on
Lefkoşa
based
team
leapfrogged
overteam
the
It6-0.wasThey
a very
confident
Gençlik
Gücü
which
was
Champions,
on
goal
difference
so
it's
performance by Esentepe who had
all to of
play
for
theand
final
round itof
undoubtedly
theirinbest
performance
plenty
possession
at times
matches
this weekend.
Türk
of
thelike
season.
This Manchester
was Mağusa
a must win
was
watching
City
Gücü
are
away
to
Küçük
Kaymaklı,
game
for Esentepe
they did
it
play (well
maybe I and
am getting
a bit
who themselves are fighting to avoid
in
style and
they as
have
climbed
carried
away)
thenow
team
were
the "relegation play offs". Meanwhile
to
bottomthe
but ball
one around
in the League.
In
stroking
as if they
Yenicamı are away in Girne to Türk
last
place
are
Girne
Halk Evi who
were
league
Ocakthe
who
have leaders.
really nothing left to
Esentepe
play for. face away next Saturday,
what
dog fight
that(BUY)
will be.were a
Baf aÜlkü
Yurdu
disappointment, they I understand
After
times last
have scoring
had 6some
“in weekend
house”
Gençlik
showedwith
whyseveral
they
problemsGücü
this week,
are
a verystaging
inconsistent
team this
players
a boycott
and
Champions Göçmenköy were hoping
season.
They
are think
a “Jekyll
and
missing
training.
theat Coach
to celebrate
their I success
home
Hyde”
team,
their
day
they
can
was
unable
toVudu,
field but
histhe
strongest
against
Akovaon
visitors
beat
anybody,
but when
they
team,
BUY poopers"
were
there
for not
the
turned
"party
by beating
the
on
their
game
they
are
bad.
Luckily
taking
an 4-1Esentepe
full
Champions
to clinch a took
"promotion
for
Esentepe
“Mr
Hyde”
turned
up,
play
off'
place
for
themselves.
advantage of this.
they were not at the races today.
In the big match
thaton
could
Esentepe
gambled
thedecide
fitnesswho
of
would
accompany
Göçmenköy
MATCH
NOTES
their leading goalscorer Junior who
automatically into the Super League it
has
a
hamstring
problem,
was Ozanköy's turn to become "party
5understandably
mins : A long
he ball
wasout
not ofat the
his
poopers" by beating second place
G.Gücü
defence
their
sharpest,
but
appearsfound
to have
got1
Düzkaya 4-2.
Düzkaya
still
require
dangerman
Öngür
Ongun
on
the
through
theup
match
with
anyOzanköy
further
point to go
automatically,
left,
prolific
damage.
mustthewin
theirstriker
final outstripped
fixture at
Mustafa
Kiliç and
and hope
got inthat
a shot
that
Yeniboğazici
Düzkaya
lose at was
homeseen
to Mesarya.
Esentepe
young
keeper
Onur
Little
of the
BUY attack
managed
for4ins
a
which wastoledpush
by theround
giant 6ft
corner
Hafiz, an Esentepe defence well
marshalled by Mustafa Kiliç and
: Esentepe
took the
13
minsSungur
Hasan
restricted
the lead

Result : Esentepe KKSK 4 Genclik Gucu TSK 1

Result :Esentepe KKSK 2 BAF Ülkü Yurdu 0

JUNIOR in action and left celebrating a goal with teammate ÜĞURCAN
when JUNIOR started the move
both teams looked likely to score 81 mins : Junior accepting and
holding the ball found Sane in the
and finished it. The Cameroon
any time they attacked.
G Gücü box he simply squared the
International picked the ball up
Esentepe
on
the
attack
with
JUNIOR
(left
photo)
and
KAAN
(righttophoto)
an unmarked
beating a couple of players before
30 mins : Esentepe missed another ball across
passing to Sane who it turn found
golden opportunity to increase MUSTAFA GÜNLÜ on as a
Nigerian forward to only two 55 mins : Esentepe Vurkan who ball leaving EFOSA FRANCIS a
Kaan on the left, the wingers
their lead when Kaan on the left replacement who shot home, to
chances.
was having a magnificent match, clear run at goal and he buried his
measured across to the far post
brilliantly beat his marker before record his first ever goal for the
broke up a BUY attack and made shot into the net. 2-0
found JUNIOR again who slid the
sending over a perfect cross to the first team. 4-1
progress forward before finding
MATCH NOTES :
hovering Junior but the striker
ball home. 1-0
Junior on his right. The Cameroon 90 mins : Ahmet almost got onto
headed wide.
90 +2 mins : G. Gücü almost
4 mins : Hafiz was put through striker looked up and sent an angle the scoresheet himself playing a 1pulled a goal back in the dying
14 mins : Unbelievably Esentepe
inside the Esentepe box, but before drive that flew just over the bar.
2 with Efosa, he got in a shot that
35 mins : G. Gücü pulled a goal seconds when Debola outstripped
scored again immediately after
he could get a shot away he was
was deflected just wide of the
back direct from a free kick taken Muhammed and put over a perfect
G.Gücü lost the ball from the kick
thwarted by a Mustafa Kilic 65 mins: BUY had their best goal.
by PRINCE BOATENG wide on cross to Prince Boateng who
off, again Junior was involved in
challenge.
chance of the match to equalise
his left. His kick went in at the somehow managed to scoop his
the start of the move he passed to
when Hasan Bucak made a good FULL TIME SCORE: 2-0
near post, maybe young Esentepe shot over the bar from a few yards
Sane, who in turn passed to
8 mins : Esentepe hit the woodwork run down the left and sent over a
goalkeeper Onur could have done out to sum up G Gücü day.
Hüseyin who sent a long ball into
when a free kick from Mahmut nice cross that Mustafa Kiliç just SUMMING UP : Well done
the visitors goal area, which was
better preventing the goal. 2-1
found the head of teenager Şükrü got the faintest of touches to that team, well done Coach Hüseyin,
FULL TIME SCORE : 4-1
headed in by JUNIOR who had
whose header deflected off a prevented Hafiz the opportunity of two successive wins have installed
kept on running into the box. 2-0.
42 mins : Esentepe increased their
defender and bounced onto the a header. The tall Nigerian confidence into the team. The
lead when they were awarded a SUMMING UP : GOALS,
BUY post before being cleared.
recovered the ball and with Onur team have proved they ain't going
free kick on the left, Kaan simply SMILES, GOALS SMILES
25 mins : Esentepe Nigerian
the Esentepe goalkeeper coming to roll over in this tough league,
squared the ball to JUNIOR
winger Efosa set upon a run on the
out to narrow the angle he shot they are nobody's whipping boys.
HALF TIME SCORE : 0-0
standing outside the area, he sent Of course JUNIOR was “ Man of
right putting over a low cross that
over the bar from a good position.
in a low shot that beat the diving the Match”. Sane and Kaan in
Sane hit wide from a great position.
49 mins : Esentepe were rewarded
midfield for Esentepe had their
Dağman to complete his hat trick.
for their enterprising display when 87 mins : Esentepe made the game
best match of the season for
26 mins : G.Gücü hit the bar
they took the lead with a marvellous safe with another well worked
Esentepe. In defence Şahin put in
HALF TIME SCORE : 3-1
following an Ocran corner to the
engineered goal. Kaan on the right, goal. Ahmet who had been
a real Captain’s performance aided
far post that İltaç managed to
did a clever back heel to the prominent in midfield since
Quite rightly so in the second half by Uğurcan who defended,
connect with the ball but saw his
overlapping Mahmut who sent over coming on in the 78th minute, won
Esentepe were quite content to attacked and was all over the
shot hit the bar and Esentepe
a beautiful laden cross finding the ball in midfield and passed
defend deep and rely on pitch.
managed to scramble the ball
EFOSA FRANCIS who sent a forward to Şükrü, who for one so
breakaways it was up to G. Gücü
away.
young
showed
marvellous
bullet header into the net. 1-0.
Celebration Time!
to take up the initiative which they
judgement by stepping over the
failed to do.
It was thrilling end to end stuff
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Football Fixtures for 11/12 May
By Richard Beale ...
This weekend is the final round of
the K-Pet Super League and League
1 matches and there is still plenty to
play for. The Super League title is still
undecided and also second place in
League 1 to decide who goes up
automatically must be resolved.
There are also a few teams scrambling
to get into "promotion play off
places" or avoid "relegation play off
places", so there is lots to play for.
Quite a few "pick of the matches" this
weekend and "ifs and buts" starting at
the Şht Hüseyin Ruso Stadium in
Lefkoşa on Saturday, if Mağusa Türk
Gücü beat Küçük Kaymaklı they will
be
crowned
Super
League
Champions.
Second place Yenicamı must hope
that MTG slip up, and if they can beat
Türk Ocak in Girne then they will be
crowned Champions.
In League 1 on Sunday at Catalköy,
Düzkaya will be hoping to clinch
automatic promotion if they can either
draw or beat Mesarya.
At Yeniboğaziçi Osman E Mehmet
Stadı Ozanköy will be hoping that
Düzkaya slip up, so if they can beat
Yeniboğaziçi then they will go up
automatically.
NOTES FOR THE DIARY The Final of the KIBRIS CUP will be
held on Saturday May 18 at Girne 20
Temmuz Mete Adanir Stadium, kick
off 7-00pm
between MAĞUSA
TÜRK GÜCÜ and YENİCAMI
Also
various
promotion
and
relegation play off matches will be
played on May 15/19 and 23rd, what
teams involved and where have yet to
be finalised.

SL = Super League, L1= League 1, BTM = BTM League 2
PLACE

DATE

L

MATCH

ALSANCAK
Mustafa Hidayet Çağlar Stadı

Sat May 11

SL

Merit Alsancak Yeşilova v Baf Ülkü Yurdu ko 4-00pm

CATALKÖY
Nihat Bağcier Stadı

Sun May 12 L1

Düzkaya v Mesarya ko 4-00pm (Stadium behind Tempo
Supermarket)

FAMAGUSTA
Muharrem Döveç Stadı
Maraş Stadı

Sun May 12 L1
Sun May 12 L1

Çanakkale v Göçmenköy ko 4-00pm
Maraş v Değirmenlik ko 4-00pm

GIRNE
20 Temmuz MeteAdanır Stadium Sat May 11

SL

Türk Ocak v Yenicamı ko 4-00pm

ISKELE
Cumhuriyet Stadium

Sat May 11 SL
Sun May 12 BTM

LAPTA
Şht Şevket Kadir Stadium

Sat May 11

BTM

Sadrazam Kayalar vTepebaşı ko 10-30am

LEFKOŞA
Atatürk Stadium
Şht Hüseyin Ruso Stadıum

Sat May 11
Sat May 11

SL
SL

Çetinkaya v Doğan Türk Birliği ko 4-00pm
Küçük Kaymaklı v Mağusa Türk Gücü ko 4-00pm

TATLISU
Rauf Raıf Denktaş Stadı

Sun May 12 BTM

Karadeniz 61 v Boğaziçi ko 10-30am

YENIBOĞAZİÇİ
Osman E. Mehmet Stadı

Sun May 12 L 1

Yeniboğaziçi v Ozanköy ko 4-00pm

YENİ ERENKÖY
Yeni Erenköy Sahası

Sat May 11

BTM

L. Gençler Birliği v Esentepe ko 4-00pm
1461 Iskele Trabzonspor v Civisil ko 10-30am

Yeni Erenköy v Kumyalı ko 10-30am
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A frustrating
for Esentepe
Junior,
Junior,afternoon
Junior! Esentepe
Win!
By Richard Beale ..

Result
Esentepe
KKSK
Result : Esentepe
KKSK: 4: Genclik
Gucu
TSK 10 Gönyeli SK 1

By Richard Beale ..
Saturday May 4, 2019: K-Pet
Super League
: Esentepe
Saturday
February
9, 2019 Erdal
: KBarut
Stadium.
Pet Super League : Esentepe
Erdal Barut Stadium.
A 29th minute goal from Gönyeli
strikerI Serkan
to be the only
Yes
am proved
not dreaming,
an
goal
of
the
last
home
match
of
Esentepe win at long last and the
4
season,
where
Esentepe
endured
goals scored as well, thanks to aa
very frustrating
afternoon.
Junior
first half hat
trick and a first
goal at senior level in the second
Esentepe
droppedMustafa
vital points,
half
for youngster
Günlü. as
Binatlı who were one place below
them managed
secure
an away
Esentepe
who to
have
suffered
a
draw
at
Gençik
Gücü
to
move
just
harrowing season took out all their
above Esentepe.
Though
theyteam
have
frustrations
on Lefkoşa
based
the same number
goal
Gençlik
Gücü of points
which and was
difference with
Esentepe
maybe
undoubtedly
their best
performance
"B"thecoming
"E" is
the reason
of
season.before
This was
a must
win
why
they
have
climbed
above
game for Esentepe and they did us.
it
Though
automatic
relegation
in style and they have now climbedis
secure,
placings
to
bottom ifbut the
one inleague
the League.
In
remain
the
same
Binatlı
will
start
last place are Girne Halk Evi whoin
the "playface
offs"
with
1 Saturday,
point and
Esentepe
away
next
Esentepe
points.
Sowill
the be.
last match
what
a dog0 fight
that
of the season at already relegated
Gençler
Birliği
is a last
mustweekend
win for
After
scoring
6 times
Esentepe Gücü
to showed
try andwhy
overtake
Gençlik
they
Binatlı.
are a very inconsistent team this
season. They are a “Jekyll and
With all
of day
theirthey
African
Hyde”
team,three
on their
can
players
watching
the
match
from
beat anybody, but when they not
thetheir
sidelines,
(Junior
andLuckily
Efosa
on
game they
are bad.
suspended
Sane
missing
with
for
Esentepeand
“Mr
Hyde”
turned
up,a
long were
termnotinjury),
it was
left to
they
at the races
today.
Gönyeli's three Africans to show
what Esentepe
MATCH
NOTESwere missing. 21
goal striker John Okoli was always
a threat upfront and Christian and
5 mins : A long ball out of the
Kehinde were always behind
G.Gücü defence found their
Gonyeli moves from midfield
dangerman Öngür Ongun on the
The Esentepe squad was bare,
left, the prolific striker outstripped
emptier
than
'Old
Mother
Mustafa Kiliç and got in a shot that
Hubbard’s cupboard" not even a
Esentepe young keeper Onur
bone left. You cannot fault the
managed to push round for a
effort and determination Esentepe
corner
showed, every player tried his
hardest, it was just Esentepe’s lack
13 mins : Esentepe took the lead

JUNIOR in action and left celebrating a goal with teammate ÜĞURCAN
when JUNIOR started the move
both teams looked likely to score 81 mins : Junior accepting and
It's a hard battle for Esentepe (in black and white strip)
holding the ball found Sane in the
and finished it. The Cameroon
any time they attacked.
G Gücü
boxishevery
simply
squared the
International
picked
the squad.
ball up In the 24th minute following a very Şükrü
who
inexperienced
of depth they have
in their
ballhe didn't
acrosslet tothe an
beating a couple of players before good
: Esentepe
missedMahmut
another but
30 mins
teamunmarked
down he
build
up involving
MUSTAFA
GÜNLÜ
on
as a
passing
to
Sane
who
it
turn
found
golden
opportunity
to
increase
Gönyeli create the better and and Kaan, Yakup was given a tried his damndest, just like the
replacement
Kaan
the left,
the wingers
their leadopportunity,
when Kaanwhich
on the
left whole
team did.who shot home, to
keeper
cleareston
chances
and Esentepe
have shooting
measured
far post
brilliantly
beat his
marker
beforeI record his first ever goal for the
Bağbal
dived
to save,
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